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Mathematical systems govern the formation of Christopher Sage’s work, as
the laws of physics govern the physical world. Sage employs Prime number
sequences as a framework to define his compositions & proportions; the
external perimeters of a work impact the internal compositional
construction, while Prime number sequences define proportional relations
or growth rates of forms. This mathematical underpinning looks at its own
aesthetic impact. While aesthetic principles of classical Golden section
geometry stems from natural forms, Sage looks to patterns within our
numeric system itself. Sage explains “I’m interested in Primes as a
byproduct of an ordered, logical system. Their unique, concrete indivisibility,
sits at odds with their erratic behaviour, appearing at unpredictable,
seemingly random intervals.”
Sage explores the various frameworks and foundations that influence &
model our comprehension, from language to science, philosophy & theology,
& how governing systems give rise to select patterns of thought. Playing with
cognitive & optical shifts, Sage’s works merge disparate ideas ranging from
religion & string theory, to language & art history. Contrasting concepts &
opposing visual elements share a common space, were they threaten to
brake apart as they intersect one another; & contradictions become
suspended in a visual unity.

Patron saint of lost causes
2017
160 x 130 cm
acrylic and oil paint on canvas

Dead beat
2017
47 x 41 cm
acrylic and oil paint on canvas

8 bit glyph; running interference
2018
37 x 29 cm
coloured pencil on Hahnemüle paper

8 bit glyph; synchronicity
2018
37 x 29 cm
coloured pencil on Hahnemüle paper

First word
2017
47 x 41 cm
acrylic and oil paint on canvas

6s & 7s
2017
paper size 51 x 41 cm / framed size 62 x 52 cm
woodcut print with Japanese ink on Hahnemüle paper
edition 1/30 + 1 Artists proof

String thing & 6s & 7s
2017
Installation view Alternative measures
coGalleries, Berlin

String thing
2017
35 x 49 x 59.5 cm
oil paint and pigment on wood

Facade
2017
79 x 71 cm
acrylic and oil paint on canvas

Helix & Facade
2017
Installation view Alternative measures,
coGalleries, Berlin

Helix
2013
57 x 41 x 37 cm
Papermache & paperpulp from Die Zeit newspaper

In the valley
2017
113 x 97 cm
acrylic and oil paint on canvas

Ribbon
2016
41 x 37cm
acrylic paint on canvas, on board
in painted hardwood frame

7bit Double Möbius Loop
2016
37 x 37 x 29cm
151 x 67 x 61cm with plinth
wood, oil paint and pigments

8bit Double Möbius Loop
2016
31 x 35 x 47cm
162 x 47 x 67cm with plinth
wood, oil paint and pigments

7bit double Möbius loop i.
2017
31.7 x 22.5 cm
42 x 32 cm Framed
graphite and ink on Hahnemüle paper

7bit double Möbius loop ii.
2017
31.7 x 22.5 cm
42 x 32 cm Framed
graphite and ink on Hahnemüle paper

Prime signature loop ii.
2015
41 x 47 x 67cm
wood, oil paint & pigment
installation view Arcadia Unbound at Funkhaus Berlin

Prime signature loop ii.
2015
41 x 47 x 67cm
wood, oil paint & pigment
installation view Arcadia Unbound at Funkhaus Berlin

Fractured cube
2016
31 x 29 cm
acrylic paint on canvas on board,
in-painted hardwood frame

Duality ii.
2016
31 x 29 cm
acrylic & oil paint on canvas on board,
in-painted hardwood frame

K-Kilo
2015
130 x 130 cm
4 colour digital print on 110g flag-fabric, sticked, with eyelets.
Edition 1/ 5.
installation view New Adventures in Vexillologie, at Kunstverein Amrum

100 years upside down
2012
36.7 x 37.3cm
acrylic paint on canvas on board, in painted hardwood frame

101 years upside down
2013
installation dimensions variarble
100 years upside down, The 3, Helix & house-paint
installation view Tomorrow it‘s time for the future, Kunsraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, Berlin

Helix
2013
57 x 41 x 37 cm
Papermache & paperpulp
from Die Zeit newspaper,
with glass tank & painted
MDF plinth.
101 Years is an installational ensemble, comprising of the painting, 100 years
upside down & two sculptures, Helix, & The 3, with a wall & floor painting. The
installation & sculptural components are physical interpretations created from
elements in the small scale painting, 100 years Upside down.
The sculpture The 3 operates as both a fractured element from the painted, repeatpattern & as a physical obstacle, impairing the viewers movements and vantage
points around the accompanying sculpture Helix.
The painted design skews the reoccurring triangular pattern as it projects across
the adjoining wall & floor,. It takes its colours from of the grey floor and white walls,
creating a mono-chrome installation in opposition to the vivid colours of the
originating painting.

The 3
2012
dimensions variarble
MDF board, wood & acrylic paint
installation view Tomorrow it‘s time for the future, Kunstraum Kreuzber/Bethanien, Berlin

After the show
2012
35.9 x 36.7cm
acrylic paint on canvas on
board,
in painted, hardwood frame

Elements form one painting may migrate to another or even into the exhibition
space.The intermit- scaled paintings often serve as blue prints, generating
sculptural forms, installations & dioramas. In this way, the paintings give rise to
physical mimicries, which populate their surroundings.
For the small scale installation hinterm Tresen... at WESEN, fabrics taken from the
designer clothing (Format) were used to create monochrome bunting simulating
that pictured in After the party. The fabric also informed the colours for the wall
design, to create a subtle transition between the art and fashion cohabiting at
WESEN.

After the show
with bunting made from Format clothing fabrics
installation view, hinterm Tresen...
WESEN, Berlin 2013

Black-box resonators
The black-box resonators are created from three
identical speaker-boxes; X, Y & Z. Each box was
cut following a unique cutting template using
angels taken from technical-drawing tools. One
element from each box is used to construct the
individual Black-box resonators. Using different
angels of the identical speaker-boxes generates
a sculptural form visually akin to early cubist still
life with guitar paintings by Picasso, Braque & Gris.
The audio loops are created in a similar cut &
re-constructed manner, mutating & manipulating
audio samples from open-share files of fair-ground
organ music. The compositions are created using
prime numbers as defining factors, influencing
individual elements & the time of each audio loop.

YZX blackbox resonator
2012
20 x 14.5 x 11cm
audio-loop: 4min. 01sec. = 241sec.
black MDF board, with speaker & mp3 player

XZY blackbox resonator
2012
21.5 x 14.5 x 11cm
audio-loop: 3min. 11sec. = 191sec.
black MDF board with speaker & mp3 player

ZXY blackbox resonator
2012
22 x 17 x 11cm
audio-loop: 2min. 29sec. = 149sec.
black MDF board, with speaker & mp3 player.

Space & Time; rotary;
model iv
2009
25 x 25 x 3.5cm
aluminium, vinyl, enamel
paint & clock motor

Space & Time; rotary;
model vi
2009
25 x 25 x 3.5cm
aluminium, vinyl, enamel
paint & clock motor

Space & Time; Rotary series
The Space & Time; rotary, model i – vi explore the relation between representation
and shifts in perception. This series stems from one of Sage‘s formal threedimensional sculptural models, constructed from 6 identical squares, which
intersect one-another‘s planes. Sage utilised isometric perspective to document
every permutation of this formal sculpture. Specific drawings were selected which
offer ambiguous readings; making the two-dimensional representation appear like
an impossible form, akin to Josef Albers Structural Constellations.
These forms are slowly animated through 360 degrees, moving at a barely visible
pace they require 12 hours to complete a full rotation. Here the lush colours and
fake wood-laminated forms Necker as they rotate, shifting our spacial perception
and understanding of how the different coloured planes intersect. As time unfolds
so too do the two-dimensional forms, shifting in the eye and mind of the spectator.

Space & Time; rotary;
model iii
2009
25 x 25 x 3.5cm
aluminium, vinyl, enamel
paint & clock motor
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Christopher Sage
1975		
		

Born in London
Lives & works in Berlin

Solo Exhibitions

Selected Group Exhibitions cont.

2017 		
2016 		

Alternative Measures, coGalleries, Berlin
Double Möbius, Larry’s Show, Berlin

2010		
2009		

2013		
2012		
		
2009		

hinterm Tresen... Wesen, Berlin
Death at the Sideshow, REH kunst, Berlin
AU79; Shining Dawn, Cube 54, Berlin
Import Export, Weissfaktor : raum fur zeitgenössishe kunst, Berlin

Selected Group Exhibitions
2018		
		
		
2017		
2016		
		
		
		
2015		
		
		
		
		
		
2014		
		
2013		
2012		
2011		

Anonyme Zeichner 2018, Galerie im Körner Park
If I Ruled the World, Bar Babette, Berlin
Festival für Zeitgenössische Skulptur, Atelierhof Kreuzberg, Berlin
elastic collisions Kunsthalle Exnergasse, Vienna
Querschnitt 2, Busche Kunst, Berlin
Triangularities,Centrum, Berlin
Jubiläum, Larry’s Show, Berlin
Sie müssen keine Meinung haben, seien Sie einfach nur schön! Schaufenster, Berlin
Recollections of a Seagull: The Accessories of Entropy, Stastion, Berlin
Arcadia Unbound, Funkhaus, Berlin
New Adventures in Vexillologie, Kunstverein Amrum
Ceres in Colour, Hinteconti, Hamburg
Moabit Mashup, Atelierhof Kreuzberg, Berlin
Grand Finale, Lady Fitness Contemporary, Berlin
About sculpture #3, Off Limits! Lady Fitness Contemporary, Berlin
Dutch Courage, 48 Stunden Neuköln,, Berlin
Tomorrow is Time for the Future, Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, Berlin
Spaciotemporal, Galerie Thomas Crämer, Berlin
Laut plan solte es losknallen, Atelierhof-Kreuzberg, Berlin
We can start a process, Kreuzberg Pavillion Neuköln, Berlin
Cube side 7, Cube 54, Berlin
H.J.K.J.H.G., Skalitzer 140 Temporary, Berlin

2008		
2005		
		

Forgeries, The Forgotten Bar Project, Berlin
Jamaica Street Artists & Friends, Bristol City Museum & Art Gallery, Bristol
Cabinet, Gallery 33, Berlin
InSpuratIon, University of Reading, Reading
MA & Postgraduate Contemporary Art Show, Atkinson Gallery, Somerset
White on White, Window Licker Gallery, Berlin
Spike Island Open, Spike Island Gallery, Bristol
Emporium Cabaret, Invention Arts, Bath

Awards
1998		

Owen Ridley Drawing Prize 1998

Residency
2014 		

Lady Fitness Contemporary, Berlin

Publications
2004		

The Labyrinth of the Gaze, Gavin Turk: FIVE Magazine

Reviews
2012 		

Berlin Artparasites.com, Join the Art Circus, Interview with Christopher Sage

Projects
2015 		
		
2014 		
		
2012 		

Arcadia Unbound, Funkhaus, Berlin
curated with Janine Eggert, Marte Kiessling & Philipp Rickleff
Dutch Couarge, @ 48 Stunden Neukölln, Berlin
curated with Janine Eggert, Marte Kiessling & Philipp Rickleff
Form from Function, guest curator, invited by Valeska Hageney, REH Kunst:

Education
2007 -08
1994 -98

Postgraduate Diploma Fine Art, University of Reading, Reading, UK
BA Hons. Fine Arts, University of Reading, Reading, UK

christopher.sage@yahoo.co.uk

www.christophersage.com

